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Confronting Jezebel 2012-05

this revised and expanded classic empowers you to break free from cycles of control and manipulation
through an effective biblical and eye opening battle plan

Self-Control 2001

this best selling and award winning bible study series has been completely updated and revised for the
new millennium this volume helps readers learn self control in five crucial areas speech body desires
appetite and finances 6 sessions

The Jezebel Spirit 2002-01-01

placed within our personality is some degree of a desire to dominate or control this desire can be twisted
and turned by the jezebel spirit this is a dangerously sinister spirit of control awaiting any opportunity to
rebel against true authority learn how you can discern the pattern of this vile spirit of control and how you
can free yourself from jezebel s manipulating influence
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Breaking the Power of Manipulation 2013-09-15

breaking the power of manipulation takes a serious look at the signs and the effects of a person being
controlled and manipulated manipulation is a common phenomenon in today s world everyday you come
across headlines of newspapers reporting how common innocent people are being victimized in the name
of religion and god manipulation makes you dependent upon the will of the perpetuator the perpetuator
may succeed in making you feel that you have no potential to do anything of your own without their help
and intervention he brings you to such a state of mind that you lose confidence in yourself and instead
always go to him for help making even the smallest decisions in this process you become dependent and
subjugated to that person in this book i shall mainly focus on one spirit that is very common and found
especially in religious circles but as well in offices families and circle of friends one could detect it easily if
one knows its behavior it is a product of the flesh that opens the door to an evil spirit it is behavior that
operates through a person to control by the use of manipulative domineering and intimidating tactics when
it is in the church it is to disrupt the flow of the spirit the devil hates the prophetic flow of god because the
prophetic ministry demands repentance and cuts away evil without compromise the prophet always speaks
against jezebel additionally the prophetic words come with creative power which renders the enemy
helpless there is such significance in the fact that jezebel wanted to destroy elijah the jezebel spirit hates the
prophetic uncompromising voice it cannot accomplish its agenda with a prophet around however i shall not
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so much talk about the queen jezebel but expose how hidden motives combine with a strong desire in
certain people find ways to achieve influence and exercise control

The Jezebel Spirit 2022-08-31

the jezebel spirit is a demonic spirit of seduction control and manipulation it is a master of deception and
often uses fear guilt and shame to control its victims the jezebel spirit is named after the biblical queen
jezebel who was known for her ruthlessness and her ability to control those around her the jezebel spirit is
often called a spirit of witchcraft because it uses similar methods of control and manipulation christians who
are under the influence of the jezebel spirit often find themselves in positions of power and authority
where they can use their influence to control others the jezebel spirit is also adept at using the media to
spread its message of deception and control those who are under the influence of the jezebel spirit often
live in a state of fear guilt and shame they may also suffer from depression and anxiety the jezebel spirit is
a master of manipulation and can often convince its victims that they are to blame for their own problems
the jezebel spirit is a destructive force that can ruin relationships destroy families and cause people to turn
away from god if you suspect that you or someone you know is under the influence of the jezebel spirit
this book will assist you in overcoming this diabolical influence if you suspect that you or someone you
know is under the influence of the jezebel spirit this book will assist you in overcoming this diabolical
influence don t suffer any longer buy this book and take back control of your life
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Authority Within 2022-05

living in self control is not a life of sweat and white knuckles it is exercising the holy spirit given authority
within authority within is an inspiring and easy to digest guide to self control and the spirit filled life
jonathan ammon shares how the holy spirit and self control are connected what it means to have the fruit
of self control in your life and how choosing self control leads us into the spontaneous spirit saturated
lifestyle the book dives into what the bible teaches about our internal make up how the holy spirit gives us
new authority over ourselves and what you can do to find the holy spirit s pattern in your life full of
practical applications authority within will guide you through habits and lifestyle choices that teach you to
exercise the authority you have within and express that authority to change the world and advance god s
kingdom

The Jezebel Spirit 2023-03-16

both men and women are turning away from the spirit of god the jezebel spirit causes them to give up on
god their church and their marriages and families this spirit can be carried by either men or women
despite its name as always bill vincent delivers a powerfully written message learn the history of jezebel
and what a jezebel spirit means for your future this sermon also offers a list of jezebel characteristics it also
discusses jezebel s tactics for control bill vincent gives you the knowledge to avoid and overcome these
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struggles get back on the path of god and protect your future

The Path of Spirit Control 2004-12

the author provides doctrinal and practical insights for living under the holy spirit s control spiritual battles
issues of life with the challenge of change have to rely on spirit control

Discerning and Defeating the Ahab & Jezebel Spirit 2021-01-28

breaking the jezebel yoke breaking free from bondage and deception the spirit of jezebel is tied to
negativity evil influence witchcraft manipulation wickedness intimidation seduction force lack of self
control lack of honor all manner of abominable acts the acts of the spirit of jezebel are so dehumanizing and
cannot be summarized here king ahab was destroyed because of her evil manipulation anyone who
underrates her without adequate spiritual back up ends up destroyed you can protect yourself and break
free from cycles of control and manipulation with clarity and authority this book exposes the signs of
jezebel spirit its strategies of destruction and how you can bring it under the control of the holy spirit this
book is also designed to enable you to detect and discern when and where a jezebel spirit is operating and to
empower you to have victory over this spirit we have no need to fear jezebel or any other evil spirit for
we have authority and power over them through the name and blood of jesus and the word of god open
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the book read study pray and decree with the weapons of warfare provided here to set yourself free from
her influence and resolve problems that look like impossibilities this is a recommended read for every child
of god free bonus get my four power packed book series when you purchase this book including one of my
best sellers command the morning day and night find link inside this book don t miss this opportunity

The Jezebel Spirit (Pocket Size) 2019-12-16

a written message discussing the jezebel spirit including a list of control tactics and characteristics as well as
how to overcome the jezebel spirit

The Jezebel Spirit 2023-07-26

a written message discussing the jezebel spirit including a list of control tactics and characteristics as well as
how to overcome the jezebel spirit

Spirit Control 2012

adam wyatt has the perfect family and a perfect record as an air traffic controller when the pilot of a small
plane suffers a heart attack adam must talk a terrified passenger through an emergency landing what
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happens next will link him inextricably to a woman he s never met and set the life he once knew
irrevocably adrift p 4 of cover

Ask the Holy Spirit! 2015-05-07

the holy spirit was sent to lead and guide believers in every area of their lives their finances marriages
careers businesses etc when christians give the holy spirit complete control of their lives and allow him to
do what he was sent to do they will be able to avoid the pitfalls of the enemy when you are led by the
spirit you can mistake proof your life many believers are not experiencing the power and privilege of
being led by the holy spirit on a daily basis he is the underutilized power source in the lives of believers
jesus told his disciples before and after his resurrection that he was going back to his father and would send
back the holy spirit he knew believers could not live a victorious christian life without the help of the holy
spirit jesus sent believers the ultimate power source

The Secrets of Spiritual Power 2008-12-14

everyone is controlled by something who is controlling your life you the devil or the holy spirit the bible
says we are controlled by the holy spirit but how can someone know who is in control our flesh will
always manipulate make demands and pressure us to fulfill its desires the holy spirit is always gentle meek
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and humble he will lead and guide us in a still small voice by contrast the devil s voice is sharp hard and
pressing the holy spirit will always lead us into all truth and bring clarity and understanding to our minds
satan has only one purpose to lie deceive and confuse us in the secrets of spiritual power joyce meyer
shows you how to obey the holy spirit and by doing this you will experience spiritual power as well as
love joy peace patience kindness goodness gentleness faithfulness and self control

The Spiritual Warrior's Guide to Defeating Jezebel 2013-06-01

leading prophetic voice reveals new insight on defeating an ancient evil according to leading prophetic
voice jennifer leclaire the subversive jezebel spirit continues to deceive many she shows with keen biblical
insight that jezebel does much more than most believers thought and that it s time to expose the deceit and
defeat the spirit s insidious work by pulling back the curtain on this seducing principality leclaire picks up
where other books on jezebel leave off she demonstrates biblically not only that the jezebel spirit uses
control as a weapon but that it is a mastermind of immorality and outright idolatry she also gives spiritual
warriors the real world strategies needed for defeating this dark spirit in the lives of god s people
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Breaking the Darkness 2010-09-03

how to recognize and break the bondages of rejection control and poverty in your life

Self-control 2008

one of nine studies in a series on the fruits of the spirit each six week study guide is designed to focus your
spiritual life on being like christ by thoroughly exploring a different fruit of the spirit

Control Freak 2011-08-15

what is spiritual bondage giving satan control and living under that control a christian can definitely be
trapped in spiritual bondage depending on which church you attend you may or may not hear a lot of
spiritual bondage talk this book will enlighten you on various bondages most christian put themselves into
and how they can come out of them fast if you notice any of the following in your lifestyle or you can
answer yes to one or all of the following questions then you need to watch out you are probably been
afflicted with the spirit of bondage do you always feel bitter unnecessarily do you notice depression in your
life most of the time are you addicted to anything like alcohol sex drugs smoking and you find it difficult to
quit despite the fact that you have prayed several times but no solution do you feel unhappy most of the
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time especially early in the morning as soon as you wake up do you sleep a lot do you hear strange voices
occasionally or most of the time do you feel like taking your life for just no reason do you feel tired most of
the time despite the fact that you are healthy and strong do you always feel uninterested in normal
interests and activities the list is endless you need to pray all the prayer points in this book for you to be
free

500 Prayers Against the Spirit of Bondage 2017-10-30

to understand god one must seek him in the spirit god is not flesh and blood and not of this world therefore
god must be separated from worldly things and comprehended in the spirit when striving to
understanding god in the spirit the questions of why how and when will be answered these questions and
more are answered in the pages of this book who is god where is the garden of eden where will the new
jerusalem be what and where is babylon where did cain get his wife why are we here why does god
allow evil what are the images and likenesses god gave to man what is sin and how does one commit sin
how long did god take to create heaven and earth why is adam the first man the writings in the book
understanding the spit of god are not meant for an interpretation of a bible the purpose is to acknowledge
and understand the spirit of god i would like offer my sincere thanks to my friend roland b selma for his
help in putting this manuscript together
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Understanding the Spirit of God 2015-01-30

being filled with the spirit can have different meanings to different people it s important to first turn to
scripture to understand who the holy spirit is and how he works when we submit ourselves to him we are
asking him to take control or fill us so that our thoughts and actions are in line with what god wants herb
vander lugt explains what the spirit filled life looks like and how we can experience it to the fullest

Spirit Obsession 1915

quit playing the game all humans by nature are doomed to play an unwinnable game which looks
remarkably like the harmless game of rock paper scissors but is in reality played out with the weapons of
domination manipulation and intimidation for those who want to learn to let go of the reins of control so
they can be put in the hands of one who is infinitely more capable the lord this book will be both
enlightening and beneficial like the game of rock paper scissors there are no real winners only victims
who feel crushed cut or covered by the process or ominously empowered by it what is the solution to quit
playing the game altogether how by recognizing and repenting of the game playing god does not play the
game indeed control is not in him at all through him humans can be transformed until the game of control
gives way to a life of mutual submission the dance of relationship rather than the dissonance of control
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Filled with the Spirit 2016-09-15

an introduction of the holy spirit to teenagers will give teenagers a new confidence in living life in this
difficult world and the assurance of gods presence confusion doubt anger feelings of unworthiness self doubt
and depression if you suffer from these emotions take heart in this powerful book les rengstorff shows you
how to change your life by getting acquainted with the holy spirit the holy spirit will guide and teach you
to deal with all of your emotions and help you to live a joyful life you can find comfort and peace within
yourself stop hurting yourself with negative thoughts find joy and fulfillment everyday of your life dont
have one more miserable day here is how to live victoriously victory joy self confidence peace positive
thinking

Soul Control: Whoever Controls Your Soul Controls Your Destiny
2010-07-01

god the holy spirit vs the sin nature is a ceaseless inner conflict each christian by his own volition
determines who controls his life at any given moment the sin nature is inherent at birth as long as we live
we retain this genetic distorter of our lives with the result that we cannot fulfill the plan of god yet god s
marvelous plan can be fulfilled only the invisible ministry of god the holy spirit can execute the christian
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way of life this book tells the dramatic story of elijah in 1 kings 19 after a powerful spiritual victory he
flees in terror because of an empty threat against his life the spiritual hero becomes totally ineffective this
old testament prophet vividly illustrates a principle that applies to every new testament believer there is a
vast difference between living under the control of the sin nature and leading a life of spiritual dynamics
under the control of the holy spirit

Conquering the Game of Control 2012-02-21

spirit is a deep dive into religous belief systems you would think that basic bible beliefs would propel
everyone who has a strong handle on bible knowledge into massive success the foundation is now in
question it s time to end the struggle and correct the biblical notions that leave people perplexed now the
basis for massive success is clearly laid out in this book as we discover the spirit and the power of your own
spirit hdlife org 10 limiting beliefs 12 points of significance 12 foundations of success 10 levels of decision
making you must be able to hear what s good and then live what you hear in order to have mastery and
command over what you want in life you must connect with your spirit
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An Introduction of the Holy Spirit to Teenagers 2014-05-21

through poetry prayer and its answers sermon notes bible study and quiet time in communion with god
gibbs describes his life in christ christian

God the Holy Spirit vs. The Sin Nature 2013-01-01

in this six session small group bible study pastor and bestselling author jim cymbala explores the person and
work of the holy spirit to bring a fresh sense of god s power to your church and your life what happens
when the holy spirit moves powerfully within a church through this six session study you will learn how
to make room for the spirit s action in your life and in your church god wants to work through your gifts
and talents to enable you to do what only he can do to listen for the voice of the spirit in prayer and how to
apply god s word to your life the spirit can bring healing to your body your emotions and your
relationships how a life lived in the presence of the spirit can transform the church and the world your
church can become a place where people regularly experience god s presence and his power sessions
include agent in the shadows power source the best bible teacher water wind and fire who s in control
help when we need it most designed for use with the when god s spirit moves dvd 9780310322191 sold
separately when used together they provide a powerful catalyst for spiritual growth
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Spirit - NBC University Edition 2014-06-29

kathryn kuhlman said frequently no man or woman need ever be defeated you are only defeated when
you consent to defeat she knew this was true because she always availed herself of the greatest power in
the world the power of the holy spirit as a result she became the leading female evangelist of the
twentieth century and salvation deliverance and healing came to hundreds of thousands of people who
attended her spirit filled meetings through this dynamic book you will learn the secret of spiritual power
how to be filled with the holy spirit how to experience unlimited power in your own life the way to live
victoriously through the holy spirit how to have your will under the holy spirit s control do you want god
to touch your life with the power of the holy spirit do you want to experience his dynamic power every
day of your life when kathryn kuhlman spoke on the power of the holy spirit in her meetings every
person listened with all the attention they could muster this was because they knew she had witnessed
and experienced his power and had seen it manifested in thousands of miraculous healings as you read you
will learn how to receive his phenomenal power in your own life and as a result your life will be changed
forever instead of feeling defeated you will experience joyful victory in every area of your life as you
learn what ms kuhlman knew on a personal basis you will be filled with the power of the holy spirit the
greatest power in the world
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Spirit Growth Volume 1 2006-10

div divdivpartner with the holy spirit for your health and healing divdiv divdivwe are in a health crisis
breakthroughs are needed if we are to experience the divine health and healing that god wants for us
breakthroughs that can only come when we partner with the holy spirit divdiv divdivin receive your
healing and reclaim your health cal pierce gives you the keys to experiencing the divine health you were
designed for god has the power to eradicate sickness through prayer and when you give the holy spirit
control of your health he becomes a partner guiding you in truth regarding nutrition exercise and every
aspect of a healthy life div divdiv div div

When God's Spirit Moves Participant's Guide 2013-05-08

i am joseph a friend of jesus christ come go with me as i recount just a few of the steps and wondrous
things that the spirit of god has reveled to me and perhaps to you as well just allow your spirit to give you
re call as you search into your past dreams you just may find yourself saying i remember now i was there
also you can chose to believe me or ignore what i have written in this book that is your choice but either
way you should ask the spirit of god to open your eyes and heart that you yourself can see as i have the
other side and that you can then answer the most hardest question in life is god real and should i believe its
the hardest or easiest choice youll ever make in life because its dealing with your eternity and if you dont
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get to see jesus as i have then take it all by faith as the bible teaches your time will come to see jesus as he
really is i had to be brought to my knees by life before i was chosen spare yourself of that path because
satan is the keeper of that road and its wide and easy to follow jesus is real and alive and is just waiting for
you to ask him into your heart you should do this now do not wait until your on the death bed or given
bad news the noon hour is fast approaching and you may not have another tomorrow place your hand upon
your heart and feel its life thats how close you are to eternity and its your choice were you will spend it in
heaven with jesus or as cain the son of adam your face hidden from the lord your decision chose wisely
joseph

The Greatest Power in the World 2018-07-22

most people would like to be known as kind gentle loyal and loving but many do not know that
developing these traits is also the key to living a balanced life mentally emotionally physically and
spiritually the bible says that love joy peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness gentleness and self
control are the fruit of the spirit that grow in believers lives as they submit to christ see gal 5 19 23 in this
new bible study first place 4 health members will discover how growing the fruit of the spirit will
transform them into the whole and balanced creations god intends them to be
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Receive Your Healing and Reclaim Your Health 2012-02-07

the fruit of the spirit is a study of galatians 5 22 designed for children the lessons are written by children s
evangelist david walters and are designed to teach children about love joy peace patience kindness goodness
and self control

Taken into Time "By the Spirit of God" 2012-11-05

the words we speak have power often the consequences of our careless words are far reaching and eternal
at one time or another we all have experienced saying something in a moment that takes hours or weeks
or a lifetime to make right in his engaging teaching style dr r t kendall helps you learn how to take control
of the words you speak he brings you straight to the bible to identify characters who spoke without
thinking as examples of how not to do things demonstrating conclusively through their lives that even
when you fail god will use you as he used them

Growing in the Fruit of the Spirit 2009-09-15

reveal the fruit of the holy spirit in you is a christian 5 minute daily devotional and calendar all in one this
daily devotional is a bible study that focuses on the fruit of the holy spirit the fruit of the holy spirit daily
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devotional is a guide to help with spiritual growth in the areas of love joy peace patience kindness goodness
faithfulness gentleness and self control this daily devotional examines each fruit of the holy spirit it is a
bible study that discusses how we may have spiritual growth and reveal the fruit of the holy spirit in our
lives also enjoy the daily fruit of the holy spirit calendar that is included this one year daily calendar is
included to help reveal the fruit of the holy spirit in you each and every day of the year stay focused
throughout the 365 day year living a life that is pleasing to god should be the desire of every christian
however we often fail to have a time of daily devotion for spiritual growth we are often distracted by the
routines of our lives and fail to build a deeper relationship with god we may fail to show the fruit of the
holy spirit in our love joy peace patience kindness goodness gentleness and self control over the course of
the next 101 days work to live a spirit guided life take time to reveal the fruit of the holy spirit in you get
started with galatians 5 22 23 and reveal the fruit of the holy spirit reveal the fruit of the holy spirit in you
is a christian 5 minute daily devotional and calendar all in one this daily devotional is a bible study that
focuses on the fruit of the holy spirit the fruit of the holy spirit daily devotional is a guide to help with
spiritual growth in the areas of love joy peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness gentleness and self
control this daily devotional examines each fruit of the holy spirit it is a bible study that discusses how we
may have spiritual growth and reveal the fruit of the holy spirit in our lives also enjoy the daily fruit of
the holy spirit calendar that is included this one year daily calendar is included to help reveal the fruit of
the holy spirit in you each and every day of the year stay focused throughout the 365 day year living a life
that is pleasing to god should be the desire of every christian however we often fail to have a time of daily
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devotion for spiritual growth we are often distracted by the routines of our lives and fail to build a deeper
relationship with god we may fail to show the fruit of the holy spirit in our love joy peace patience
kindness goodness gentleness and self control over the course of the next 101 days work to live a spirit
guided life take time to reveal the fruit of the holy spirit in you get started with galatians 5 22 23 and
reveal the fruit of the holy spirit 22 but the fruit of the spirit is love joy peace patience kindness goodness
faithfulness 23 gentleness self control against such things there is no law galatians 5 22 23 22 but the fruit of
the spirit is love joy peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness 23 gentleness self control against such
things there is no law

Elitism and the Spirit of Control 2013-02-15

dreams and visions prophetic words from god about dusty souls speaking in tongues while in the spirit
narratives of these and similar events comprise the heart of every time i feel the spirit this in depth study
of a black congregation in charleston south carolina provides a window into the tremendously important
yet still largely overlooked world of african american religion as the faith is lived by ordinary believers for
decades scholars have been preoccupied with the relation between black christianity civil rights and social
activism every time i feel the spirit is about black religion as religion it focuses on the everyday experience
of religion in the church congregants relationships with god and the role that god and satan play in
congregants lives not only as objects of belief but as actual agents it explores the concepts of religious
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experience and religious ritual while emphasizing the attributions that people make to the operation of
spiritual forces and beings in their lives through interviews and field work nelson uncovers what religious
people themselves see as important about their faith while extending and refining sociological
understandings of religious ritual and religious experience

Fruit of the Spirit 1993-02

know the spirit through his names living water helper lord many believers long for a clearer
understanding of the holy spirit and the role he plays in our relationship with god the good news is when
we study the bible the spirit s specific identity and work as a member of the trinity is made clear in the
power of the holy spirit s names bestselling author and pastor dr tony evans examines 12 of the spirit s most
significant titles and what they reveal about this powerful present and personal expression of the triune
god as you read you ll gain eye opening insights into how the spirit moves within the hearts of believers
while learning how his indwelling of you shapes your unique faith as we grow in our ability to love
revere and relate to the person of the holy spirit we also grow in our capacity to experience god this book
will help you internalize profound truths about the holy spirit s character and transform how you
understand the trinity complete your experience the power of the holy spirit s names dvd the power of
the holy spirit s names workbook
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Controlling the Tongue 2011-10-31

we live in a world of questions what does who knows why is fortunately we also live in a world with the
answer a wise and all knowing father god is in control is inspired by a series of fresh messages from pastor
and best selling author charles stanley his powerful message is simply that we can recognize appreciate and
rely on god s sovereignty even when our whole world seems out of control god is always at work for his
beloved in addition stanley blesses the reader with his own nature photography offering unique glimpses
of the natural beauty crafted by our very own creator whether a graduate parent or simply someone going
through a challenging time charles stanley offers direction trust and hope let him show you how blessed
we are to have a god who is always in control
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